
  

Notes on MOE aspect of Fire Safety Code 2011 
 
 
Part A – Introduction 
 
Section 1 – General 
 
Subsection A2 – Fire safety objectives 

- life safety 
- property protection 

 
Subsection A3 - Compliance  

- complying with Deemed-to-Comply provision 
- alternative Solution which complies with the Performance Requirements 
- a combination of both 

 
Subsection A7 – Use classification 
 
Section 2 – Performance requirements 

- for means of escape 
- for fire resisting construction 
- for means of access 
- for fire safety management 
  

Section 3 – Definitions 
- basement,   any storey below lower or lowest ground storey; any exit route is in 

an upward direction 
- discharge value 

 
Part B -  Means of Escape 
 
Section 1 - General 
Subsection B3 - Application 
Clause B3.1 
All buildings except domestic buildings of 

- not more than three main domestic storeys and; 
- level of highest floor not more than 13 m above ground level and; 
- occupied by a single family 

 
Section 2 - Provisions of means of escape 
Subsection B4 - Assessment of occupant capacity 

- Table B1 
 
Subsection B5 - General requirements of exit routes 

- exit route should lead directly to an ultimate place of safety 
- gate or door to be openable from inside without using a key 
- exit route to be provided with lighting of illuminance not less than 30 lux; natural 

and artificial light backed up by an emergency lighting system 



  

- lane has to be free of permanent obstruction 
- exit route with clear headroom of 2000mm min 

 
Subsection B6 - Buildings with only one required staircase 

- not more than 6 storeys 
- level of uppermost storey not more than 17m above level of ground at discharge 

point 
- for domestic or office use only except ground storey which can be for shop or  

carparking use 
- if level of highest floor is not more than 13m above ground level, UFA not 

exceeding 250m2 
- if level of highest floor is more than 13m above ground level, UFA not exceeding 

150m2 
- building with level of highest floor more than 13m above ground level; access to  

staircase at each storey has to be through a protected lobby (common area);  
staircase continued to roof; area of flat surface for refuge of not less than 0.5 m2  
per person 

 
Subsection B7 - Exits from rooms and/or fire compartments 

- Table B2 
- exit route to be independent of other exit routes 
- width in excess of 50% of narrowest not counted 

 
Subsection B8 -  Exits from storeys 

- Table B2 
- applicable to one of the storeys of a maisonette 
- width in excess of 50% of narrowest not counted 
- where 2 or more exit staircases are required, access to at least one of other  

 staircases, without having to pass through other person’s premises, has to be  
 provided (a) at each floor; (b) at least every 5 storeys for domestic or composite   
 building not exceeding 15 stoeys above lowest ground storey; (c) at refuge floor  
 and roof  

 
Subsection B9 - Exits at ground storey 

- enclosing wall of every required staircase to be continued at ground storey so as  
to separate from remainder of building 

- building served by three or more required staircases, one in every three  
staircases may discharge through fire rated doors to an entrance hall  

- where exit route from a ground storey forms also the exit route from a staircase,  
width of such exit route has to be 1/2 of a exit route from ground storey + width 
of staircase from upper storey + width of staircase from basement 

 
Subsection B10 - Access to required staircase within a building 

- each required staircase is approached from a different direction provided dead 
ends are permitted 

- staircases to be at least 6 m apart 
- not necessary to pass through one staircase enclosure or landing to another 
- no door swing should reduce minimum required width of corridor 



  

- protected lobby should be provided to every required staircase unless the  
required staircase is (i) in a building with only one required staircase in which  
the level of the highest floor is not more than 13 m above ground level; (ii) in a  
building with two or more required staircases in which the level of the highest  
floor is not more than 20 m above ground level; (iii) pressurized; (iv) ventilated 

- lobby to be common area and an integral part of staircase 
- balcony approach 

 
 
Subsection B11 - travel distance 

- deadend travel distance 
- maximum travel distance including initial deadend travel distance 
- flat of three or more levels, at least two levels should each have an access to a 

protected exit 
- inner room situation 
- 30o requirement for room to be considered as having two exit doors 

  
Subsection B12 - Discharge value and width of required staircase 

- Table B3 for non-sprinkler protected building 
- Table B4 for sprinkler protected building 
- a reduction factor of 0.8 for upward direction of exit 
- a reduction factor of 0.7 for scissors staircases without immediate landing 

 
Subsection B13 -  Doors in relation to exits 

- capacity exceeding 30, open in direction of exit; if open both ways, transparent  
upper panel 

- push plate, push bar or a single action lever handle, not to be encased 
- electrically operated locking device has to be capable of automatic release upon     

actuation of heat, smoke detection system, or operation of alarm system, or a  
central override, upon power failure 

- factories and industrial undertakings, capacity over 10, every exit door to open 
outward 

- hold-open device may be accepted except door to a required staircase or a 
protected lobby; able to be released upon actuation of heat, smoke detection 
system, or operation of alarm system, or a central override 
   

Subsection B14 -  Construction of required staircases 
- in straight flights without winders 
- not less than 2 risers; not more than 16 risers 
- dimensions of tread and riser 
- landings to be provided at top and bottom not less in width and length than width 

of required staircase 
- door swing not to reduce the effective width or effective radius of landing 
- clear height not less than 2 m 
- width of staircase not exceeding 1800mm; central handrail to be provided if a 

wider staircase is required 
- handrail on each side, height 850mm to 1100 mm, projection not more than 90  

mm 



  

  
Subsection B15 - Ramps   

- gradient not steeper than 1:12 
 
Subsection B16-   Lift lobbies  

- access to an exit route 
- direct intercom link can be accepted as an alternative 

 
Subsection B17 -  Basements 

- at least 2 exits (with exception) 
- adequate exit sign 
- no staircase serving upper storey should be continued direct to basement 
- independent exit for each floor 
- protected lobby to be provided to every staircase (except the independent 

staircase) unless the staircase is pressurized 
 
Subsection B18 - Refuge floors 

- all buildings exceeding 25 storeys above lowest ground storey 
- interval not 20 storeys apart for industrial buildings and 25 for non-industrial  

buildings 
- mechanical floor not counted 
- no non-FS accommodation 
- net area at least 50% of GFA of refuge floor; clear height at least 2300 mm 
- minimum dimension, at least 50% greater than width of widest staircase passing 

through the refuge floor 
- area for refuge separated from remainder of building 
- open sided on at least two opposite sides to provide cross ventilation 
- staircases should be discontinued at such level 
- to be lit with illuminance at floor level not less than 30 lux; natural and artificial 

lighting backed up by an emergency lighting system 
- floor to be provided with FS installation and equipment; served by fireman’s lift 

only 
- main roof can be regarded as a refuge floor 
- relaxation for domestic or composite buildings exceeding 25 storeys but not 

exceeding 40 storeys above lowest ground storey if the main roof is designed as a 
refuge floor 

 
Section 4 – Provisions of means of escape for persons with a disability 

- limited application 
- temporary refuge spaces 


